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 Something 
Else 

  by Joshua 
Danker-Dake 

 

Earlier this year, many of us shared our writing- and publication-related 
goals in the pages of this newsletter. I gave mine: I’ve been struggling to write 
a new novel for the last three-plus years and was wanting to complete it this 
year. 

As I’ve recounted in this column, I’ve been having a lot of trouble 
staying on track. Well, we’re not even halfway through the year and I can tell 
you with 100% certainty that I’m not going to make it. 

I might actually be okay with that. 

The fact is, I’ve become a bad writer in my (comparatively) old age—
not that my writing is bad, but simply that I’ve gotten bad at actually doing 
the writing. My day-to-day time and energy commitments make generating 
content ex nihilo on the kind of grand scale needed to write a novel extremely 
challenging. 

Everybody gets burned out on projects from time to time, and honestly, 
it’s not like agents and publishers have been beating down my door lately 
anyway. 

Am I giving up? Not at all. My novel’s day will certainly come. But in 
the meantime, let’s say instead that I’m pivoting. 

Health and fitness has been a strong interest of mine for a long time 
(I’ve even done a bit of writing on it). Well, a month or so ago, my online 
fitness role model posted that he was looking for a writer to help him manage 
his content on his website and YouTube channel. 

“You know,” I thought, “I’m not really making much progress with my 
novel, and this would be a chance to work on some things that I’m not only 
very interested in but also believe in strongly. I bet it would scratch that 
writing itch better than mostly not working on this novel.” 

So I reached out to him, and he hired me. The work has been 
challenging—it’s gotten me out of my comfort zone for sure (always a plus if 
you want to improve your writing ability and versatility)—but it’s also been 
very rewarding. I’m glad I went for it and I don’t really regret putting my 
novel on hiatus. 
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So what am I saying with this? That when the going gets 
tough, give up and do something else? I’m not saying that all; 
please don’t take that away from this article. 

Writing—especially novel-length writing—is all about 
perseverance. I’ve written six full-length novels; I know that 
very well. And I know that eventually, the spark will rekindle 
and my next novel will get written. In the meantime, I’m going 
to be working on something challenging and interesting and 
meaningful. 

Sometimes, what you’re working on just isn’t working. 
Maybe it’s just not ready to be birthed yet. Maybe there’s some 
plot issue or character issue you need to get figured out first so 
that you don’t write something with a gaping hole in it. Some-
times stepping away for a bit can help you to see that more 
clearly. Just be honest with yourself and don’t use any of that as 
an excuse to quit. 

 If you have to step away, move on to something else. 
There’s a lot to be said for branching out, for working on things 
that are outside of your comfort zone, for challenging yourself. 
And I think it’s okay to not try to swim upstream all the time 
and to follow the enthusiasm and the joy. After all, isn’t that 
why we write in the first place?  

http://www.joshuadankerdake.com/
http://www.joshuadankerdake.com/
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What are “stakes”? Stakes are ultimate 
dangers, the risks of failure. 

A better question is, “What is at stake”? 
Your protagonist—let’s call her “Prot”—
has a goal she needs to achieve. If Prot 
doesn’t get it, what does she lose? That is, 
what is at stake? 

Does Prot lose her last chance at love? Or 
her livelihood? Or her children? Maybe 
even her life? What higher stakes can there 
be than losing her life? 

Life-and-death stakes are common in 
fiction, so common, in fact, as to become 
commonplace. Still, some novels keep us 
on the edge of our seats by dangling Prot 
between life and death. The reason we care 
about a character in mortal danger is 
because we care about the character. Life-
and-death stakes are meaningless unless 
they’re tied to underlying human value. 
Building high human worth is the first step 
to building high stakes, whether or not 
Prot’s life is on the line. 

To be worth saving, Prot’s life needs added 
value, none more compelling than high 
principles and codes of conduct—honesty, 
integrity, loyalty, trust, honor, etc. To put 
a principled person at risk is to raise the 
stakes to a high degree. We may cheer 
when Prot defeats the villain, but we are 
far more moved when Prot passes up an 
easy choice to stick to her principles. 

What kinds of stakes are there? Public and 
Private. Which is better? Both. Combine 
high public stakes with deep personal stakes 
and your novel will soar like an F-22. 

Let’s start with public stakes. The world, 
the country, the city is in danger and Prot 
has to save it. Tremendous public stakes 

indeed, but disasters on a Biblical scale are 
pretty darn rare. To make such threats 
credible, start with a grain of truth, and 
grow the menace with appropriate details. 
There is good reason lawyers write the best 
legal thrillers and great spy novels are 
penned by former spies. 

Bringing the public stakes down a notch, 
we see mysteries or novels about serial 
killers. A psychopathic killer is on the 
loose. Ho-hum. He kills his victims in a 
shocking, easily visualized way that touches 
the reader on an instinctive level. The 
stakes rise. He’s dumped his victims across 
several states in different parts of the 
country, catching national attention. The 
stakes rise further. Now his victim is not 
just a random person, but the daughter of a 
Senator. The stakes rise higher.  

Now add a twisted psychologist who 
understands the killer, and a pliable FBI 
trainee focused on digging out the 
psychologist’s knowledge. Take us deep 
into their personalities, illuminate universal 
desires with a tiny detail of their personal 
stakes—the psychologist’s longing for a 
view; the trainee’s need too powerful to be 
talked away. Let those inner personal 
stakes intertwine, add the aforementioned 
public stakes, and presto, you have Silence 
of the Lambs. 

For Prot and the reader, public stakes 
means “What is at risk?” For private stakes, 
the question is “Why should I care?” 

You hear on the news a plane crashed 
somewhere several states away. You may 
feel a momentary sorrow for the people on 
the plane, but they’re strangers, so you go 
on basically unaffected. But what if you 
knew someone on the plane? The crash just 

became more important—your personal 
stake in it just rose. What if that someone 
was a friend? The stakes rise even higher. 
What if that person was a family member, 
maybe your spouse, or your son, or your 
daughter? Your personal stake is sky-high. 

But your novel is only a story, not real life-
and-death. How do you make the reader 
care about Prot (and your other 
characters)? By letting the reader know 
Prot as well as you do. Understanding leads 
to sympathy. We cannot help but like 
people we understand well, warts and all. 
And sympathy gives power to stakes.  

What does Prot care about? Engage the 
reader by allowing Prot to feel passionately 
about her life. Show where that passion 
comes from—somewhere concrete. We 
are all shaped by our experiences, 
relationships, questions in life, 
understandings, failures, and personal 
growth. Life has its inner struggles, and the 
moments when realizations hit, come into 
sharp focus, and sting are the defining 
moments in life. Dramatize Prot’s inner 
struggle. Every Prot has a need, fear, 
regret, etc., that drives her beyond her 
limits to bring about fulfilling change. 
Bring her changes home in key points of 
high drama.  

Okay, you’ve got public stakes and private 
stakes. How about Raising the Stakes? For 
personal stakes, make what is happening 
matter more. Add unanticipated 
connections to other areas of Prot’s 
struggle. Pile on the complications.  

For public stakes, put more at risk. Add 
different types of danger, unexpected 
losses. Compound Prot’s misery. How can 
things get worse? Add them at the worst 
possible time. Make dangers palpable, 
white-knuckle, and real. Make Prot suffer. 
Kill off someone she relies on. Take away 
her strongest asset. Undermine her faith. 
Cut her deadline in half. Test Prot to the 
fullest, then test her further. 

 

Continued on Page 3  

RAMBLING REX 

Standout Protagonists 

   by Rex Griffin 

 Vice-President 
www.nightwriters.org 

http://www.joshuadankerdake.com/
http://www.nightwriters.org
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OUR JUNE MEETING 
 

 

 

June 18, 2019 

7:00 p.m. to 8:20 p.m. 

Martin Regional Library Auditorium, 2601 South Garnett Road, Tulsa, OK 

This event is not affiliated in any way with the Tulsa City-County Library.  
The Library neither sponsors nor endorses this event, the speaker(s), nor the organization.  

 

Joshua Danker-Dake 

Sentence- and Paragraph-Level Editing  
 

True editing goes miles beyond punctuation and spelling.  
 

In this meeting, we’ll focus on craft to get the most out of every sen-
tence we write.  

 

Standout Protagonists, Continued from Page 2 

 

Meg Gardiner spoke at OWFI of an alternate way of looking at Raising the Stakes: increasingly difficult decisions. She gave the 
example of a German army approaching a town during World War II. That Prot had to decide, with others, whether to leave or 
stay. They leave. Should they get away as best they could, or go together in the rickety bus that might break down. They go in 
the bus. It breaks down, of course. A young man volunteers to fix it. Should they keep going, or wait on him to repair it? They 
wait. The bus falls on him. Do they wait to save him or escape the steadily approaching Germans? They flee. But as they flee, the 
old and infirm lag behind. Should Prot abandon them to save her children? Prot does so and, just as the shells fall, she finds the 
last American truck as it scrambles to leave. Do they have room for her and her children? They do, but for only one child. 
Which does she save, her son or her daughter? Thus Gardiner explained the rising stakes of Sophie’s Choice. 

* * * 

I hornswoggled our President, Joshua Danker-Dake, into speaking at our next meeting, June 18. Very knowledgeable about 
writing, craft, and publication, Josh is always good. 

Though the speaker schedule for the meetings is more-or-less full, we could still use your ideas and preferences for speakers 
for October 26’s mini-conference. Please see me at the next meeting or e-mail me with your ideas at rexgriffin@aol.com. (Yes, 
I am a computer dinosaur.) Please put “Nightwriters” in the e-mail subject line so it won’t go to my spam folder. 
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FEATURE ARTICLES 

 

 

 

About the Author 

 

Carol has an M.F.A. in 

drama from OU but got 

into the habit of 

t e a c h i n g  E n g l i s h 

i n s t e a d — a t  O h i o 

University, TCC, ORU, 

and Spartan. She has 

acted in many plays 

and directed a few. Her 

scripts have appeared 

on the Narrat ive 

Television Network and 

at Spotlight Theater. 

She’s published two 

novels and several 

short stories. You can 

find her poetry online in 

magazines like Songs 

of Eretz and StepAway 

Magazine, and in print 

in several journals, 

including The Lyric, 

Harp-Strings Poetry 

J o u r n a l ,  a n d 

Crosstimbers. 

WRITING BY THE RULES 

Comma Test 

by Carol  Lavelle Snow 

Books  
Authored and 
Coauthored  

by Carol Lavelle 

Snow      

Add commas to the following paragraph.  Below are the words these 
commas should follow.   
 
Try not to spill the beans salt or sugar on the kitchen floor that I in-
stalled just last week okay?   I don’t want to waste all morning cleaning 
up after you again bending over and hurting my back the way I did the 
last time you were here and paying for another visit to the doctor.  My 
doctor who is after every dime he can get of course disagrees.  He 
simply loves sending me big fat bills which are inflated with every pos-
sible fee.   
 

beans   
salt   
sugar   
week   
again   
here 

doctor 

get 

course 

big 

mailto:clsnow108@gmail.com
http://www.amazon.com/Search-Hezekiahs-Gold-Carol-Lavelle/dp/0595214754/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1456974849&sr=1-1&keywords=the+search+for+hezekiah%27s+gold
http://www.amazon.com/Gray-Warriors-Carol-Snow/dp/0595523277/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1456974781&sr=1-1&keywords=the+gray+warriors
http://www.amazon.com/Dream-Catcher-Carol-Lavelle-Snow/dp/B002CLTZBU/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1456974924&sr=1-1&keywords=dream+catcher+carol+lavelle+snow
https://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=https%3A%2F%2Fcontenthub-static.grammarly.com%2Fblog%2Fwp-content%2Fuploads%2F2018%2F04%2Fcq-fb-copy.jpg&imgrefurl=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.grammarly.com%2Fblog%2Fcomma-quiz%2F&docid=OQBASGOzlJqPYM&tbnid=VLpVngQ6FQQRGM%3A&ve
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New Rules for TNWC’s Annual Flash Writing Contest 
By Marion Grace 

  
As a result of the survey sent to TNWC membership, the Annual Flash Writing Contest has been 

changed in the following ways:  
 We have several award-winning, published authors who have agreed to be on our annual available 

judges list. This list excludes TNWC authors and is being compiled from continuing responses from 18 area 

writers’ clubs. The list will continue to grow and be an answer to finding a judge.  
 TNWC will pay the judge $100 for the first 25 entries and another $4 for each additional entry. This 

payment is for a substantial critique from the judge for each entry. The funds for this is from the club, not 

from the submission fee. 
 After the contest is completed, the judge may identify him/herself to get credit as a judge.  
 The board will find the judge from the list. The board will give the opening prompt that will allow 

participation by non-fiction, fiction, poetry, or any genre. The board members will not be allowed to partici-

pate in the contest. 
The contest will begin June 1st with a deadline to submit to be Monday, September 2nd at 11:59 pm. 

That gives everyone 3 months to write, 3 months will be given to the judge, and results will be ready by Sat-

urday, November 30th. 
There will be a 1st, 2nd, and 3rd prize with honorable mentions at the discretion of the judge. The 

amount of money given in the first three prizes will depend on the number of submissions at $5.00 each. The 

winners will be announced at our annual Christmas party. 
It is our hope that more members will participate with the changes we are introducing.  
The board has chosen our prompt for the 2019 Flash Writing Contest. All entries must start with the 

following four words:  

                                          the sun shone cold 
Notice there are no capital letters, quotation marks, nor is there a period. That is so you can add them 

or not. It’s all up to you. 
 

Here are the rules for our Flash Writing Contest: 
 

 Maximum limit is 500 words, including the title. Total may be less than 500.  
 Each submission needs a separate title page with the title, author’s name, address, phone number and 

email. If the author’s name appears anywhere else, the submission will be disqualified. 
 Each submission must start with the following opening words:  The sun shone cold 
 Each submission must have a $5.00 submission fee attached. Cash and Checks are accepted. 
 Start your first page with the word count in the upper right corner of the header. 
 The rest of the pages can use the header for an abbreviated title on the upper left, and the page num-

bers in the upper right corner starting with the second page.  
 Words in the header will not add to the total word count.  
 Use 12-point font, Times New Roman or one similar which gives approximately 250 words or 25 

lines per page. 
 Our contest will begin officially on June 1st.  All submissions and fees should be sent to Marion 

Grace at jnmgrace@att.net no later than Monday, September 2nd at 11:59 pm. You will get a notice 

that I have received your submission(s). 

Any questions? Contact Marion Grace at jnmgrace@att.net. 

mailto:jnmgrace@att.net
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Bits and Pieces 
On the Web 

Following are three of my favorite writing-related websites. Please send me a few of your 
favorites (to cindy-rose@cox.net), and I’ll check them out for inclusion the next issue.  

 

TheWriteLife.com publishes articles on freelancing, blogging, marketing, publishing and 
craft. You can browse their articles and subscribe to their newsletter, which has a distribution 
of over 50,000 readers. 

 

WritingandWellness.com promises to empower, nourish, and replenish the creator within. 
Like the previous website, you can browse articles and subscribe to their newsletter.  

 

Writerunboxed.com is dedicated to publishing empowering, positive, and provocative ideas 
about the craft and business of fiction.  Its fifty contributors post articles on various writing -
related topics. The magic, however, is often in the comments, where members of the 
community weight in and further explore the subject.  

 

Famous Writer Quotes 
“Write what disturbs you, what you fear, what you have not been willing to speak about. Be 
willing to be split open.” — Natalie Goldberg 

 

“You have to write the book that wants to be written. And if the book will be too difficult for 
grown-ups, then you write it for children.” — Madeleine L'Engle 

 

“If you wait for inspiration to write you’re not a writer, you’re a waiter.” — Dan Poynter 

 

“One thing that helps is to give myself permission to write badly. I tell myself that I’m going 
to do my five or 10 pages no matter what, and that I can always tear them up the following 
morning if I want.  I’ll have lost nothing—writing and tearing up five pages would leave me 
no further behind than if I took the day off. — Lawrence Block 



M. Carolyn 
Steele 

 

Journalist, Genealogist, 
Author of Historical 

Fiction and Nonfiction 
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OUR MEMBERS HAVE BRAGS 
 

TNW honorary life member Charles W. Sasser has been selected to receive the 2019 
Marquis Lifetime Achievement Award presented by “Marquis Who’s Who in The World” 
corporation. The citation states: “an honor reserved for Marquis Biographees who have 
achieved career longevity and demonstrated unwavering excellence in their chosen field.” 

Sasser has been a full-time author, journalist, and photographer since 1979. He has 
adventure-traveled throughout the world, was a combat correspondent throughout the 1980s, 
served 29 years with the U.S. Military—4 years as a U.S. Navy journalist; 25 years in the 
U.S. Army (active and reserve service), including 13 years in U.S. Army Special Forces—the 
Green Berets. He also served 14 years as a police officer—in Miami, Florida, and in Tulsa, 
Oklahoma, where he was a homicide detective. He holds university degrees in history and 
anthropology, and taught history, criminal justice, and creative writing part-time for Tulsa 
Community College for over 35 years. Along the way he has published more than 60 books 
and novels and between 3-4,000 magazine articles and short stories. 
 

 
 
Diane Morrow-Kondos won "Best General Blogger" at the Great Plains Journalism awards held 
May 10th. Great Plains Journalism Awards covers an eight state area.  
 
Diane also had a story published in Chicken Soup for the Soul: Running for Good. Her story is 
about triathlons and is titled "Never Too Late". Release date is June 4th.  
 
 
 

 
Deborah Camp's Mind's Eye series is now available on 
Amazon in either ebook or print versions. The series consists of 
six novels. Through His Eyes, Through His Touch, Through His 
Heart, Through Her Eyes, Through Her Touch, and Through 
Her Heart. They are romantic suspense with paranormal 
elements. Through His Eyes is also available as an audio book 
on Audible.  

      

 

 

 

 

 

Jackie  
King 

Cozy Mystery  
and  Short Story Author 

 
 
 
 

Deborah 
Camp 

 

 

Romance Author 

Peggy  
Fielding      

Romance Author  
and Writing Instructor 

 
 

 

Charles W.    
Sasser  

Freelance Writer, 
Journalist,  

and Photographer 

Tulsa NightWriters Club 
 

http://www.mcarolynsteele.com/
http://www.mcarolynsteele.com/
http://jacqking.com/
http://jacqking.com/
http://www.deborah-camp.com/presskit-tulsaworldinterview.html
http://www.deborah-camp.com/presskit-tulsaworldinterview.html
http://www.charlessasser.com
http://www.charlessasser.com


 
 

Thank you, 

JOHN TAYLOR  
AND 

TULSAJAZZ.COM, 
for supporting local authors 

on your website’s  

          Local  Author’s Corner! 

 
 
 

 The Local Author’s Corner was created to 
 encourage the Jazz and the writing community 
 to collaborate in promoting Tulsa-area talent. 
 You’ll find many Tulsa NightWriters 
 showcased here. 

tulsajazz.wordpress.com 
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ANNOUNCEMENTS 

 

EDITING SERVICES 
 

* Proofreading 

* Copy Editing 

* Developmental Editing 

* Summary 

 

 Contact Julie Kimmel-Harbaugh 

juliekh314@gmail.com 

       Authors Wanted for  

       Sizzle in the Kitchen Blog 

I have started a new blog series concerning where authors cook. I would so 
love for you to share about your world through your kitchen and cooking. 
One author will be featured each week. Share pictures, recipes, your books 
and genre, etc., anything that will make you shine (or sizzle). This is meant 
to be fun, light, and insightful to your world. It’s a great way to get some 
new readers and much deserved attention. I will let you know when you will 
go live so you can promote on social media. I will do the same. Interested? Tierney James 

We’d love to welcome  you as a member! 
If  you’d like to join Tulsa NightWriters Club, please contact  

our treasurer, Marion Grace, at jnmgrace@att.net 

Deborah Camp is looking for "street team" members. If you or someone you 

know enjoys her books and would like to be part of her exclusive group of 

Happy Campers -- readers who promise to promote her work through reviews, 

brags, social media, etc. in return for swag, free books, gifts, etc. -- contact her 

at deborahcampauthor@yahoo.com 

https://tulsajazz.wordpress.com/local-authors-corner-presented-by-tulsa-jazz-com/
https://tulsajazz.wordpress.com/
mailto:juliekh314@gmail.com
mailto:jnmgrace@att.net
mailto:deborahcampauthor@yahoo.com


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

VOLUNTARY STAFF 

Christmas Party Chair: Kathlyn Smith 
Consulting Editor, Newsletter: Carol Snow 
Flash Writing Contest Chair: Marion Grace 
Newsletter Columnists: Carol Lavelle Snow 
NightWriter of the Year Award Assistant: Kathlyn Smith 
Thursday Thoughts (Facebook): Donna Jones 
Tuesday Tips (Facebook): Deniece Adsit 

 

 

YOUR TNWC 

OFFICERS & STAFF 

Click on these links to 
connect with TNWC 

on Facebook: 

 

 

Please note:  Only Tulsa 
NightWriters Club members may join 
our TNWC Facebook group. Our 
public Facebook page is open to  
non-club members. 

Visit the TNWC website for club 

membership information. 

Joshua Danker-Dake 

President 
joshuadankerdake 

@gmail.com 

Marion Grace 
Treasurer 

jnmgrace@att.net 

Rex Griffin 
Vice President 

rexgriffin@aol.com 

Carolyn Steele 

Hospitality Director 
mcarolyn.steele@cox.net 

Cindy Rose 
Editor  

cindy-rose@cox.net 

FOLLOW TNWC ON TWITTER 

You can follow TNWC on Twitter: @TulsaNightWrite 
Please tweet our meetings and other events, and we will do 

our best to retweet your writing-related tweets. 
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TNWC Facebook Group 
for Club Members Only 

 
TNWC Facebook Page (public) 

Deniece Adsit 
Communications 

Director 
denieceasit@gmail.com 

NightScripts Submission Guidelines 
 

Deadline: 1st of the month (January-
 December) 
Specifications: Please do not format your text.  
 Times New Roman, 12pt 
  Single-space 
  Attach graphics and/or      
  photographs 
Send To:  Cindy Rose 
 cindy-rose@cox.net 

CURRENTLY ACCEPTING ARTICLES  

FROM YOUR EDITOR 

Do you have an idea for strengthening  

Tulsa NightWriters Club? 

Send any ideas, speaker recommendations, etc., 

by e-mail, to the officer of your choice. 

W E ’ RE  ON  THE  WEB  

W W W . N I G HTW RI T E RS . O RG  

GENRE FOCUS GROUPS 

 
The Genre Focus Groups program is an opportunity for NightWriters who 

write in the same genre to connect on an ongoing basis to support each 

other, exchange ideas, talk about marketing, read each other’s work, and 

offer feedback. If you’d like to be listed for a genre or to connect with 

other writers, let us know—we’ll be glad to help. 

http://www.nightwriters.org
mailto:joshuadankerdake@gmail.com
mailto:joshuadankerdake@gmail.com
mailto:jnmgrace@att.net
mailto:mcarolyn.steele@cox.net'
mailto:juliekh314@gmail.com
https://www.facebook.com/groups/65584661400/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/65584661400/
http://www.facebook.com/TulsaNightWriters
http://www.nightwriters.org

